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Change and 
stability were  
a contradiction Same goes with software 

 
Folks were afraid to deploy. Who in their right 
mind would deploy a new feature on Black 
Friday? 
 

When do planes crash? Takeoff and landing 
 
In the air, you’re usually fine 

Platform.sh solves the contradiction 
 
Automated high-availability, parallel QA and fail-
proof deployments are a game changer 



BEYOND  CLOUD HOSTING 

Clone a byte-for-byte copy of your 
production site in less than a minute. 

➔  Every git branch has a url 

➔  Eliminates QA bottlenecks 

➔  90% faster human testing and 
validation 

➔  Fail proof, predictable deployments 

➔  Quick bug fixes and security release 
resolution 



Deploying 20 times a day, while being hit 
with peak traffic, on Friday, becomes 
something normal to do. 



We believe developers should concern themselves with 
features and code quality, not servers and tooling. 
 
We believe the infrastructure can and should be 
abstracted away. 
 
We believe there is no enterprise software. Just 
software. That auditability, security and high-
availability are fundamentals. 
 
We believe you can move fast without breaking things, 
that software is change, and that fear of change can be 
overcome. 
 
We believe that we know how to do this. That it’s our 
job to make software just run. On every cloud. On-
premise. Everywhere. 
 

BEFORE 

How complex is your workflow? 

AFTER 

Could it really be that simple? 



Zero admin chores: 
The most extreme 
version of DevOps, is 
NoOps 

Git-driven infrastructure 
With a single git push you can deploy an 
arbitrarily complex cluster (with micro-services, 
messages queues and the lot.) 

Automated high-availability of everything 
Everything is managed & automated: from the 
network to the filesystem, from the build 
process to deployment. 

Multi-cloud, multi-app, multi-stack 
Deploy any PHP, Node.js, Python or Ruby 
application. 



20-40% better developer 
productivity 

90% Less Ops/DevOps  
effort 

40% faster User Acceptance 
Testing 

Measured impact 
A second generation Platform-as-a-Service specifically designed for modern applications 

* Based on customer feedback collected in 2015-2016  



Platform.sh reduces your effort  
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USP: the Swiss army knife for agencies and the enterprise 



Platform.sh is Proven 
 

Magento Enterprise Cloud Edition 
runs on and is operated by Platform.sh 

 

-  More than 2000 clients in 114 Countries 

-  Support staff on 4 continents 

-  24/7/365 Enterprise grade support 

-  Sovereign hosting capabilities in Europe 

 



Enterprise grade 
production 

•  Next-generation European PaaS:  
Secure, compliant and highly available 

•  Robust, enterprise-level SLAs: 
99.99% uptime and 24/7 support SLAs 

•  Entire infrastructure management: 
from CDN to webserver to DBs  

•  “Classical” cloud benefits built in: 
resilient, stable, horizontally and 
vertically scalable 

 



We believe developers should concern themselves with 
features and code quality, not servers and tooling. 
 
We believe the infrastructure can and should be 
abstracted away. 
 
We believe there is no enterprise software. Just 
software. That auditability, security and high-
availability are fundamentals. 
 
We believe you can move fast without breaking things, 
that software is change, and that fear of change can be 
overcome. 
 
We believe that we know how to do this. That it’s our 
job to make software just run. On every cloud. On-
premise. Everywhere. 
 

•  Runs on Microsoft Cloud Germany 

•  Data held by data trustee T-Systems  

•  Comprehensive compliance (ISO, SAS & Co) 

•  Adherence to BDSG 

•  Contracts are with Platform.sh GmbH  

  based in Köln 

Made for Germany 



Core Platform Enterprise Architecture on Azure 

  1.  Azure-based ALIAS records maps zone apex to CDN 
distribution (Azure, Fastly, Akami). 

2.  CDN catches popular resources at edge locations. HTTPS 
terminates here. 

3.  Load Balancer performs health check on Instances. 

4.  Load Balancer distributes traffic. 

5.  Nginx performs proxy caching, compression, and passes 
requests to Drupal running in PHP-FPM. 

6.  Load balancing of DB queries pushes writes to one 
Master, compensating for optimistic locking. All three DB 
Instances are synchronous Masters; LB provides health 
check and elects new write master in case of failure. 

7.  Three discrete data centers. Site can survive complete 
failure of any single datacenter. Data consistency is 
guaranteed upon recovery. 

8.  From its standard configuration of three instances, 
Platform can scale out on the web tier to as many 
Instances as might be required for very heavy traffic and 
highly transactional sites.  



Our Product Offering 

Self-service Hosting :   
10$ to 300$ / month 

Web Agency Plan, Partners (Symfony, EZ 
Systems, TYPO3, Atlassian) 

Enterprise Grade hosting:   
800$ to 15k$ / month 

Microsoft Azure, Hybrid, On Premise 
(VMWare or OpenStack) 
Managed Private Cloud Region > 15k$ / 
month 

White-Label offering with automated single 
tenant SaaS 

All of the product offerings are based on a 
single technical stack 

Focus On Mass market PHP and NodeJS: TYPO3, 
Symfony, Magento, Drupal, WordPress, EZ 
Platform 

Also available: Python, Ruby  

Roadmap 
We have runtimes for Java, .Net in the works; 
“Platform.sh player” for local development; and 
an extended Enterprise offering. 



A little history: 
where we’re 
coming from 
 
Company: Platform.sh GmbH 
Founded: 2016 in Cologne, Germany 
 
Parent company: Platform.sh SAS 
Founded: 2010 as Commerce Guys, 
refounded 2016. 

 

We’re eCommerce Experts 
Platform.sh grew from Commerce Guys, an 
Ecommerce startup. Over 70% of sites on 
Platform.sh are eCommerce. 

We’re Open Source 
We contribute widely to Open Source 
projects; and our infrastructure is 
based on Open Source components. It’s 
what we know and what we share. 

We’re a European company  
Headquartered in Paris, we also have a 
German GmbH based in Cologne. 

      

 £ $
€



https://platform.sh/free-trial 

TRY IT YOURSELF! 


